
Algorithm:Improved Conservative Governor 

for every thermal tick do 

     if TVC < TVC_THRESHOLD & maxFreq < 255 

     then 

          maxFreq+ = 5; 

     endif 

endfor 

for every governing tick do 

     if TVC > TVC_THRESHOLD  

     then 

          maxfreq- = 5; 

     endif 

     get cputil {utilization since last check}; 

     get cf {current frequency}; 

     if cputil < CPU_THRESHOLD  

     then 

          step = (maxFreq-cf)/2; 

          if cf <maxFreq  

          then 

               cf+ = step; 

          else 

               cf = maxFreq; 

          endif 

     else 

          step = (cf-minFreq)/2; 

          if cf > minFreq  

          then 

               cf- = step; 

          else 

               cf = minFreq; 

          endif 

     endif 

endfor 

return cf; 

As one of the most significant scientific inventions of the 20th century, microprocessors and computing systems have tremendous positive impact on everyday life, 

especially the embedded computing systems – many of which will be low-power mobile devices – in the future. Continuing advances in microprocessor and embedded 

system design are the keys. Computing systems, however, are facing a once-in-a-generation technical challenge: the relentless increase in processor speed to improve 

performance of the past 50 years has come to an end.  

So，computing systems are being forced to switch from a focus on performance-centric serial computation to energy-efficient parallel computation. This switch is 

driven by the higher energy-efficiency of using many slower parallel processor cores instead of a single high-speed one. It has attracted worldwide attention and the 

term “multi-core”, and subsequently “many-core” came into widespread use to generally describe the vision of computing systems with 100s of processor cores, for 

example the SpiNNaker machine.This motivates us to explore power/energy efficiency and runtime power management on the SpiNNaker machine, a neuromorphic 

platform with massive parallelisms.  

      The SpiNNaker machine is a novel massively parallel computer architecture, 

inspired by the fundamental structure and function of the human brain. Each 

SpiNNaker chip comprises 18 identical ARM968 cores, each core with its own 

local tightly-coupled memory for storing data (64KB) and instructions (32KB). All 

cores have access to a shared off-die 128MB SDRAM through a self-timed system 

network-on-chip (NoC). The full version of the SpiNNaker machine will contain 

1,036,800 cores.  
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2. OVERVIEW of SPINNAKER 

3. RUN-TIME MANAGEMENT -- RTM 
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 Why RTM? 

 Optimizes system performance 

 Maintains long-term reliability 

 How does it work? 

 Common: OS-managed (via governor) 

 Reads hardware sensor and program performances 

 Applies some control mechanisms, e.g., PMC-based, ML. 

 Hardware Level: DVFS 

 Increasingly explored in multi-core embedded systems 

 What about SpiNNaker? 

 It doesn’t have OS, provides only DFS and thermal sensors  

 need PMCs defined by software! 

 4. THEORY & AN EXAMPLE 

𝑬𝒕𝒐𝒕𝒂𝒍 = 𝑬𝒂𝒄𝒕𝒊𝒗𝒆+ 𝑬𝒊𝒅𝒍𝒆 = 𝑷𝒂𝒄𝒕𝒊𝒗𝒆𝑻𝒂𝒄𝒕𝒊𝒗𝒆+ 𝑷𝒊𝒅𝒍𝒆𝑻𝒊𝒅𝒍𝒆;          
Ttotal = Tactive+Tidle 

5. PROPOSED GOVERNOR & EXPERIMENTS 

Fastest Lowest 

G1 User defined and static/constant Frequency.  

G2 On-demand, the higher loads , the higher frequency 

G3 Conservation, frequency changes at fixed step interval 

G4 This work, freq. step  interval is half compared to G3 
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